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Right Management
With a global footprint of more than 75 countries and local expertise, we help individuals thrive and organizations grow. Our assessment, coaching, outplacement, career management and leader development will accelerate performance and future-proof your talent.
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The Right Partner for Your Talent
Employees are more empowered, reframing their work lives beyond jobs to careers. These personal growth journeys combine sustainable employment, purpose, and impact to achieve individual potential. Our assessment, coaching, leadership, career development, mobility and change and outplacement programs integrate that philosophy into everything that we do.



Expert Advice
Our advisory team works with you to understand your needs and then configure our solutions to support your company’s goals.



Scaled for Results
We deliver our solutions at scale - in volume and across the globe - and ensure that outcomes are achieved and measured.



Integrated Learning
We are experts in adult learning in the workplace, leveraging instructor and digital learning with best-in-class technology to elevate your talent.





Solutions
Right Management develops solutions based on your needs, with global expertise at a human scale.


Explore all solutions


Outplacement Solutions

Compassion and comprehension go a long way. Empower exiting employees with greater confidence as they transition to their next career move.

Enquire Now

Talent Assessment Solutions

We leverage data and insights to inform strategic talent decisions—enhancing talent selection, identifying leaders and improving workforce strategy.

Enquire Now

Career Development

Get more out of your workforce. Learn how to nurture your high performers by providing real development opportunities.

Enquire Now

Coaching Solutions

See near immediate improvements to leader performance with customized support from the coaching solutions available at Talent Solutions.

Enquire Now

Leadership Solutions

We help your talent develop the core skills they need to level up their careers and convert to leadership roles.

Enquire Now

Internal Mobility

Retain more talent with internal mobility guidance. Talent Solutions will help you match your employees with new opportunities at your organization.

Enquire Now





Why Talent Solutions
As technological disruption and growing talent shortages increase the complexity of workforce needs, we’re here to help organizations optimize talent strategies to execute the business strategies that will bolster them for the long run.


Read more





The work is ongoing, but we’re proud of what we’ve built.












Let Talent Solutions help you solve your most complex talent and workforce challenges.
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NEWSLETTER
Stay up-to-date with the latest news in your industry.

Email*

By submitting your information, you’ll receive occasional emails about ManpowerGroup insights & services and agree that ManpowerGroup or its local affiliates may save and process your information as described in our Privacy Policy.


Sign Up
















ManpowerGroup® (NYSE: MAN), the leading global workforce solutions company, helps organizations transform in a fast-changing world of work by sourcing, assessing, developing and managing the talent that enables them to win. We develop innovative solutions for hundreds of thousands of organizations every year, providing them with skilled talent while finding meaningful, sustainable employment for millions of people across a wide range of industries and skills. Our expert family of brands – Manpower®, Experis® and Talent Solutions – creates substantially more value for candidates and clients across 80 countries and territories and has done so for 75 years.
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